Simplification of traffic sign system of overall industrial zone ‘logistics port Genk’

It is intended that drivers on the highway (E313-E314) are escorted smoothly by the traffic signs to the various sections of the overall industrial zone ‘logistics port Genk”. The current signalling system will be replaced this year with a new system with the primary goal of simplifying the signs so it will become fast and easy to read for both local officials and international drivers.

As part of an IWT grant and private development investments, the three partners of the Traffic Signs Simulator have used the business site Genk as a test case. The main objective of this test case was to develop and further improve the own simulator but the goal was also to test the traffic signs plan for the business site. Thus the results showed that the content of the signs and the locations could be optimized. Based on the findings of this test case, AWV-Limburg has drawn up new scenarios and plans. It is intended that these two scenarios can be tested in the simulator to compare, optimize and make a choice.
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